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Playtime On The Earth Plane ~ The Toy Box Of Lessons One Has Chosen 

 

Now. We, in continuing our topic for the earth plane year of Playtime on the Earth 

Plane, give to you in this session a discussion of The Toy Box in greater detail as it relates 

to playtime. Now, you know, to say Playtime on the Earth Plane, immediately conjures 

up an impression that it is all frivolous. And while there is that component, there is also 

the component of the earth plane simply being another game that must be played. And, 

in order to play the game, you must know the rules. Now, no one has set up the rules 

outside of yourself. There is no external source that has said, "These are the rules." The 

Universe has established the rules. The Universe is The Universal Consciousness, and as 

you all should know, who makes up The Universal Consciousness? 

 

We do. 

 

So, who makes the rules? 

 

We do. 

 

That is very good. Now. This is the responsibility that each of us as entities outside of 

The One must assume, that we are responsible for the rules. And just as we easily make 

the rules, we easily can change the rules. 

 

Now. The groundwork has been set. The rules have been established, and you each, 

now, in this gathering, and those who would read this session, have chosen to come 

onto the earth plane. And prior to selection of the earth plane as a training ground, you 

were given the entire selection of training grounds. And you were then told by your 

Angelic Protector and the guides who are charged with helping to select training grounds, 

the pros and the cons of each training ground, and the rules that had been set up for 

each training ground, and the ways in which lessons are learned on each training ground. 

 

They differ from training ground to training ground. Some training grounds are less 

intensive. Some training grounds do not have the acceleration that the earth plane has. 

The earth plane is considered by many, many to be the most difficult of training grounds. 

Others consider it difficult but no big deal. Others would rank this as the most difficult. It 

does indeed provide to you the opportunity for accelerated growth. 

 

Now. Coming onto the earth plane can be a very serious business. As you all know, you 

are all so very serious about the lessons that you choose, with the help of your Angelic 

Protector and your guides. Now, to give you the flipside of this seriousness, we refer to it 

as a Toy Box, and in your Toy Box are the lessons that you select, your toys. You have 

each selected the toys that go into your Toy Box, with the help of those who would 
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guide you. Now. With each toy comes a set of instructions. Now, who do you think has 

designed the instructions? 

 

Us. We have. 

 

But of course. Now. The fact that you have each designed your own instructions means 

that you each, then, have responsibility. It is not being imposed upon you. You are not 

being forced. You have selected your own toys and you have participated in the writing 

of the instructions on how to operate the toy, once you come onto the earth plane. 

Now. How do you go about selecting your toys? There is a very big toy store. This is the 

frame of reference that we would give to you. Now. You go to this big toy store and 

you press your little nose up against the window, for you are a new bright energy about 

to come onto the earth plane. It matters not the amount of experience you have had 

outside of The One, having gone through many different training grounds. You are new 

to the earth plane, and therefore, you are bright and bouncy. You have been given the 

pros and the cons of the earth plane, and you have believed the pros. 

 

Now, you look with great delight into this store, and you have all of your toys from 

which to select. Now, some of you have more to learn than others. It means, then, that 

you must select more toys than others, for you may be, indeed, just coming out of The 

One, about to start your adventure in the Universal arena, or you may have been out 

for some time and simply need to have a bit more lesson learning. So, you look in and 

you have in one little wing that which are your passes that have been given to you by 

your Angelic Protector and your guides, that indicate the lessons that you must seek out 

to learn on the earth plane. 

 

Now, those lessons take many, many forms. And the toys that you may gather for each 

lesson can vary from one major toy to many hundred toys, depending upon the depth 

of which you must learn your lessons. You go into the store, and you gather up all of 

your toys and you place them into your Toy Box. Now, they are to play with, as we 

have discussed in an earlier session. You have your favorite toys that you use in a 

particular lifetime, and you have your toys that are of descending order in favoritism in a 

particular lifetime. Now, having the toys is one thing, but how do you select these toys? 

How do you actually get to that toy store with the designated lessons? Who has made 

you do this? Who? 

 

Ourselves. 

 

You have each said to yourselves, "This is what I will do." However, it is not quite as easy 

as that, for you see, you must go into the archives of lessons learned from past entities. It 

is The Universal Consciousness that is available to each of us. And much research is 

conducted, with the help of your Angelic and your guides. Now. You go in and you look 

at the way in which another has taken on a lesson, for these records are available to all, 

and it is much as we describe this flicking of channels as we watch the earth plane go on 

~ we will flick our channel and watch what is going on with Terra Lux. We will flip our 
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channel and watch what is going on with Barjan, and ~ much like watching this 

television that you have where you flick to see how each story is going. You are able, 

then, to look at the way in which entities who have learned their lessons did it, and who 

helped them ~ how they did this ~ how they actually went about doing it. 

 

Now, the trick in all of this is that you are able to see, much as you do on this television, 

what is going on. However, you do not feel. You are not aware of that emotion that the 

entity feels as they learn a lesson. And thus, when it appears that you may have taken on 

something that is very difficult, it looked easy enough when you watched it being done 

by another, but when you are actually doing it yourself, it appears to be much different. 

 

And thus, you watch how others have done these lessons, and this is primarily the way in 

which you determine which ones you want to consider learning. The important word 

here is CONSIDER, for you now take an armful of books, as you would, or as can best be 

described, you know, your catalog of course offerings. For those of you who remember 

school on the earth plane, you had all of these different selections, and they occur on 

different training grounds, not just the earth plane. And you begin, then, to look at 

where these different lessons are offered and the intensity of the training ground that it 

will be offered in. And then, you have an opportunity to know who is the major teacher 

of that lesson, for The Universe sets up major guides who have been especially trained to 

oversee all of those who help in the teaching of each particular lesson. 

 

Now. What becomes so similar to your earth plane experience ~ and remember the 

earth plane is a physical manifestation of a Universal Concept ~ you may like the lesson 

~ you may like where it is being presented ~ but, by golly, you do not like the teacher. 

But you have no choice. You must attend that class, if you will. And The Universal 

Consciousness has a reputation building of who this teacher is. You go to all these other 

entities and you say, "What did you think of that teacher? And that teacher? And that 

teacher?" And you must form your own opinions as you interact, and that part of the 

learning of a lesson is in who helps you to learn it, you see. And that when you first 

begin learning your lesson, you have not much choice in who is going to help you learn 

that lesson, be it on the earth plane in physical, be it in another training ground, or be it 

in a spirit training ground. 

 

As you advance in your awarenesses, you begin to have the capabilities to specifically 

select who will help you to learn, as you complete that Cycle of Learning and are, 

therefore, charged with teaching those who would teach. And we give you reference 

back to our discussion on The Cycle of the Learning of lessons (See Transcript 04.17.1990). 

 

Now. What happens when you come onto the earth plane to learn your lesson? You 

have seen it on the big screen in spirit, and you think, "This will be very easy." And then, 

like you would take any new class in school, you think on the first day, "Oh, this is very 

easy. I will not have any problems in learning this subject matter. It is all so basic. There 

is not much that I need to learn here." And as the lessons begin to unfold, the complexity 

begins to make itself known to you. 
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Now. The selection of your lessons, then, is in a continual state of evolution, for we 

know at the levels of our awareness that The Toy Box selection is done with this concept 

of "The eyes are bigger than the stomach." It appears that we can take on much more, 

and we understand this. And while you are first beginning your journey with your Toy 

Box, you are not aware that you can empty your Toy Box at any time. We have 

implanted that into your soul memories so that you have at that level an awareness that 

you can take the toy and put it away, give it away, if you want, at any time. If it is in the 

Soul memory, it ultimately will not be destructive to you if you were to let go of 

something, you see. 

 

And thus, what you need to remember is that in the selection of your lessons, you are 

responsible from the very first time of awareness of a lesson to the letting go of that 

lesson. You can at any time say, "This is not what I want." Or at any time you can say, "I 

want to go further than I had anticipated, for I find this to be much more interesting and 

challenging than it appeared to be." 

 

Now, we have the serious lesson learning and we have the flipside of it being joyful, for 

it is joy filled to learn your lesson and to know that you have selected this lesson 

yourself. How do you come to choose all of these? Well, how do you choose anything? 

You can select ~ there is nothing that says you must choose this, and you must choose 

that. Upon immediately entering out of The One into the encasement of The Universal 

Consciousness, you start playing the game. And what another selects is of no concern, for 

they may select many, many lessons and you may select one. That one may be a very big 

one. It may be a very big toy, and you carry that toy from training ground to training 

ground. Now. What types of questions might you have on what we have thus far 

indicated? 

 

Is It Possible To Eliminate A Lesson That Was Initially Chosen? 

 

Let us say the toy you have chosen is patience ~ or the lack thereof. You say one can exchange, 
or get rid, of that toy. How do you do that? 

 

Yes. It is as simple as that. 

 

Yes, but does that mean you have to take another toy? 

 

Not necessarily. What it simply does is reconfigure the percentages of all the other lessons 

or toys that you have taken on. So, for example, if you let go of patience as an issue, and 

let us say ~ we go back to the percentage issue ~ let us say that you determine to take 

on for your earth plane sojourn ten percent of the total learning of patience, and thus 

far, through your various lifetimes, you have achieved five percent of that ten percent, 

just for rounding off now. Thus, you still have five percent. What happens, then, is that 

five percent out of one hundred has been achieved. The five percent goes back into your 
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total, thus giving you ninety five percent, however, of patience to be learned. However, 

what then happens is that that five percent that you gave back on patience must be 

absorbed by the other lessons that you are currently carrying, or the other toys. So, the 

space must be taken care of. 

 

Now does that mean that in another lifetime I am going to have to do the patience all over again? 

 

No. What you have essentially said is that you are finished with patience on the earth 

plane for any lifetime. You have done five percent and that is enough. And the other 

ninety five percent that you have determined to take on will be learned in other training 

grounds. 

 

So, it must be learned eventually. 

 

Eventually. 

 

So, in other words, I might have chosen thirty percent to be patience, just to get it over it. 

 

Indeed. 

 

Indeed. Which would be a big mistake. ☺ 

 

Some have taken on higher percentages. There are some among you. But understand the 

point here, that the five percent that you had left to do for patience on the earth plane 

has now been placed back into the Universal ~ your Universal component. You still 

have five percent of a lesson, however, missing from your earth plane sojourn. That must 

be absorbed by, let us say, the issue of Unconditional Love, that you have determined to 

take on your earth plane sojourn fifty percent out of the total. 

 

And in this particular lifetime you have accumulated thirty percent, meaning that you still 

have twenty percent of Unconditional Love to learn in your earth plane sojourn. That 

five percent of patience must then be distributed, so that you could indeed choose to 

have that five percent go to Unconditional Love, thus making you now thirty five. You 

have completed thirty. You need twenty five percent more because you have added in 

your patience. Or, you could take one percent and place it into forbearance and one 

percent into any of the other issues that you might take on. 

 

It Is Through Meditation That One Can View Progress Of Their Lessons Growth 

 

Is it possible to have a kind of map of what toys your selection is? Would that help in your daily 
task? In other words, if I had about thirty percent patience and ten percent trust ~ 
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You do. You do have this. When you open your Toy Box, there it is. It is a progress 

chart. It is your growth chart, just as you have on the earth plane the little notches that 

you achieve as you grow taller, and for some of you, wider. You have the total growth 

of your physical encasement. You then have the total growth of your energy. 

 

And this chart is available to you through your meditations. This is another reason why 

we emphasize so much the seeking of the answers from the Higher Self. The Higher Self, 

remember, is the key to the Soul, and in the Soul lies all of the information, but it is very 

easily obtained through your meditations. You simply would ask your Higher Self, ask 

your guides and your Angelic Protector, and “Show me my chart. Give me an idea of 

where I am." 

 

One’s Ability To Renegotiate What Toys You Have In Your Toy Box 

 

You know, renegotiation is the theme of The Universe. Everything is changeable. As you 

come into a situation to learn, it is not written in some type of stone that it must be that 

way, for energy fluctuates. Everything is interdependent. And as you all now gather, the 

gathering of your energies has created fluxsation, has created a difference. You leave this 

gathering different from when you entered it, simply because of the exchange of the 

various energies. And your perceptions of what you need to learn, and how you need to 

learn them, changes. And you look into your Toy Box, and you say, "I have outgrown 

this particular toy." Or "I need to have something that will accommodate my growth in a 

different way." And you simply renegotiate. 

 

It may appear to you that upon entering the sojourn of the earth plane, you need to 

take on the issue of patience. We will use this again. You need to really concentrate on 

patience, for from a distance it appears to you that it is such a major issue, and that, for 

you, you feel you must take on accelerated learning on the earth plane. Upon entering 

the earth plane, after several experiences with patience through many lifetimes, you step 

back and you say, "This is not quite what I expected it to be ~ it is not quite as difficult 

~ and I would rather spend my time on another area ~ that now that I have entered 

into the energy of the earth plane, I see things differently, for this is not television. I am 

now the character. I now feel it. I now know it. I interact with other energies who also 

experience." 

 

It is an interaction of the highest acceleration on the earth plane, where you have 

opportunity at physical level to place out in the open, spiritual awarenesses. This is not 

true on many other training grounds. There is not the awareness of the connection 

between the spiritual and the physical. This is the joyful part of the earth plane, that you 

can actually, physically feel and touch, you see. 

 

Toys Versus Gifts ~ You Have A Minimum Of One Gift From Your Angelic Protector 

 

Are gifts, like in the gift of music, considered toys? 
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Oh, yes! 

 

So, a toy and a gift are the same thing. In other words, different people are given different gifts to 
take with them. I mean, is there a distinction between a gift and a toy? For example, is there a 
difference between the gift of healing, per se, and the toy of patience? 

 

Gift and toy. The toy can be a gift ~ just as you are given on the earth plane the gift of a 

toy, a plaything, from someone who would want to give you pleasure, so too are you 

then given gifts from others. They are different from the toys that you would select 

yourself. They nonetheless give you pleasure. Remember that toys give you pleasure. 

However, a gift is special, and it has with it a special energy. And each of you is given at 

least one gift from your Angelic Protector. Some are given more. It depends on how 

much ~ what is the phrase that I could use that Mushiba uses? It is how much you would 

play up to your Angelic Protector. What do you call this? 

 

Buttering up. 

 

Buttering up is a very good phrase. My love, thank you. If, after I depart, you would ask 

Mushiba the phrase she uses with her students, you would understand why I have chosen 

not to use that phrase. ☺ 

 

Now, you receive, then, a gift from your Angelic Protector of a particular toy. And it is 

through the minimum of this one gift that you spread joy as you go from incarnation to 

incarnation. It is that which is the overall Lightheartedness that you possess. Some have 

much more Lightheartedness that they have developed than others, but each has a very 

minimum Lightheartedness that helps to spread the light and the joy. 

 

Now, the gift is a spiritual manifestation of a lesson. So, thus, you could be ~ we will go 

back to patience as a lesson. You have this lesson of patience. But the gift that has been 

given to you ~ and we will be specific for examples here ~ for Barjan, the gift is sound, 

and the gift is being able to hear sound in ways that soothe the energy of Barjan initially 

as the issues of patience come into existence, and also, the gift to spread the sound to 

others who would have difficulty in learning lessons, not necessarily the same lessons of 

patience, but the ability to spread Lightness through sound to help others in their learning 

of lessons. And Barjan, you have already exhibited this capacity with your music and will 

continue to do so. It is a gift. 

 

The gifts usually present themselves in ways that are creative, as you would perceive it 

on the earth plane, that usually relate to color and sound, and relate to the ways in 

which the illusion is presented to those around each of you, that which is concrete, the 

ability to bring beauty into the environment. And each of you has that ability to bring 

beauty into your environment. You have the minimum of one gift, and that gift comes 
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from your Angelic Protector and follows you through every incarnation on the earth 

plane. In some way, it is there with you. 

 

It is the underlying current, if you will, that makes the earth plane bearable and makes it 

a playground at times, for you will periodically be given the gift of a Play Lifetime on the 

earth plane, in which you concentrate on your gift. This is what comes through the most. 

And it works in harmony, then, with each of your toys. Some of you will have several 

gifts that work in harmony with various toys, but always remember you have a 

minimum of one gift from your Angelic Protector. 

 

Is there a correlation between the numbers of toys you are choosing in your entry and the number 
of gifts you are getting? So, the more toys you choose, the more gifts you may get to make it 
easier for you to work through the issues? 

 

Not necessarily, my love, for you may not have buttered up your Angelic enough. You 

may have ten toys, and really, really worked on your Angelic and have ten gifts, or 

simply one gift, or five. It really is up to each of you, you see. We are not immune from 

being bribed. ☺ 

 

How can we do that? 

 

Well, it is very easy. 

 

What is the best way to butter up an Angelic? 

 

We do have our price. ☺ 

 

Can we get gifts after we have entered the earth plane? 

 

Oh, indeed. You see, once you learn the game, be it the earth plane game or the spirit 

game, you learn from others who have buttered up their Angelic, and you meet another 

entity and you say, "My, you have so many gifts! How did you get so many gifts? I only 

have one gift." ~ “Well, this is how I did it. And this is what you have to do and say to 

your Angelic.” They all respond to similar kinds of stimuli. 

 

You do it with your earth plane teachers, do you not? You learn what the hot buttons 

are. We are no different. You know, because we speak from a higher realm, a realm that 

you cannot physically touch, it does not mean that we are any different than the physical 

realm that you have experience with, your frame of reference. The frame of reference 

has been presented to you so that you will understand the realm in which we operate. 

There is nothing mystical about us. And thus, you can get as many toys as you want once 

you come onto the plane. You see how others do it. We rather enjoy being bribed. We 

have a wish list. 
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We always like the attempt. That is the joy. It is the attempt at buttering us up that we 

enjoy, and the fact that you attempt to do it is guarantee that you will do it, you see. It 

is not taking us seriously. An Angelic has a serious mission of protection, but also has the 

mission of Lightheartedness. And there is nothing mysterious about us. There is nothing 

foreboding about us. We are just as you, except with a different mission. And our 

awarenesses have been gained through experiences that you can choose to have or not. 

We rather enjoy the game, and we will be talking more of the earth plane game in a 

session to come soon, at your local theater. ☺ 

 

Can We Go Overboard In Wanting To Learn A Lesson, It Then Becoming A Compulsion? 

 

Ah, my love, spoken from the Virgo perspective of the astrological entry. Yes. 

Compulsion is a lesson in itself, you see, and each toy has a compulsion aspect to it. And, 

you know, it goes, again, to the teeter totter. We use toys to help us illustrate the 

lessons. The teeter totter, you must go up and down, up and down, to balance. And 

compulsion is an extreme, and in order to balance, there must be the extremes. You must 

go up ~ you must go down. You must go up ~ you must go down, until you finally 

come to equilibrium. 

 

And thus, if you find yourself in a compulsion, be it for the entire lifetime or only on a 

particular situation, or a particular time frame, do not be angry with yourself, but rather, 

to view this as progress in the learning of your lesson as you reach equilibrium. But also, 

to view it in the perspective that when there is the up and down, the highs and the lows, 

it creates a tremendous amount of energy expenditure, and that the goal is to achieve as 

near equilibrium as possible, but that the compulsion may indeed be for the entire 

lifetime. 

 

Selecting any of the astrological signs, as you know them, those entry energy times, have, 

as you have come to know them, the good and the bad, and that each of those energy 

configurations you must balance. You know, it is all not negative. And being compulsive, 

you see, also, to you, may not be compulsive. To another, they may view that as 

compulsive. And thus, it takes on relativity. If you view it as compulsive, then it is. If 

another views it as compulsive, but you do not, then it is not. It is only when you view 

it, for then you know that you are in a state of disequilibrium. 

 

And thus, growth is occurring as you strive to achieve balance, if you know this and you 

say, "I am being compulsive. I know I am being compulsive. I do not care that I am being 

compulsive. I work on being compulsive. It is my compulsion, and I will be it if I want to 

be." You have acknowledged it. If someone else says to you, "That behavior I think is 

very compulsive." And you say, "But what do you mean?" Then there is no issue except 

that the other entity has an issue. We deal with this with Mushiba all the time. We know 

of what we speak in this area. 
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Are All These Decisions Made At Conscious Level, Higher Self Level, Or Soul Level? 

 

Oh, they are at all levels, my love, but initially they are at the very highest of the Soul 

Level. The Soul makes the major decision. The Soul makes the decision as to "This is The 

Menu that we will take on." The Higher Self, then, becomes involved in being the agent 

for negotiation, for then the lower levels, including the conscious level of which you find 

yourselves now, are the chief negotiating levels. And they use the Higher Self as that 

negotiating tool with the Soul. 

 

This is another reason why we say that connection with the Higher Self is so critical, for it 

is the Higher Self that listens to the Lower Self when these negotiations take place. And it 

is the Higher Self that then says, "Yes, I will go talk to the Soul." So, it is so important that 

you have a good working relationship with your Higher Self. All the levels get involved, 

however. It is not just one, one level making a decision for the entire energy that you 

are. 

 

And, you know, speaking of negotiation, Mushiba has not stopped negotiating with us 

for the time on the plane, you see ~ and so, understand that we plan to be with you for 

A good number of earth plane years. However, the negotiation is still taking place there. 

And you are all able to do that with yourself, to negotiate and to change your game 

plan, to reconfigure that which is in your Toy Box. 

 

Can The Lessons In Your Toy Box Be Traded In? 

 

For those of you who would be honoring us with your presence in our next session, we 

will have a playtime. It will be a celebration of the changing of the seasons on the earth 

plane, and there will be most interesting earth plane changes coming now as the 

acceleration accelerates on the planet. And we would ask you to bring with you your 

favorite toy, and we will not define for you, toy. You may bring your favorite toy ~ 

you may dress as your favorite toy ~ you may act as your favorite toy. But we will play 

with you, as your toy. And we will have for you a vibrational Toy Box, and it will be an 

opportunity for you to perhaps select a new toy and put back an old one. 

 

You can trade ~ like in a flea market. 

 

Yes, you can trade. We understand this frame of reference, and you could do this. You 

could bring in something that is old and used and not of value to you anymore, but may 

be of value to someone else, and put it on the block. We will have all in The Company 

with us at that session, the other six, ready to play and negotiate also. And all of your 

guides and Angelic Protectors will be in focus during that time. It will be a most energy 

filled session, and much negotiation can occur, if you so desire. 

 


